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Claire Bishop, however, explicitly critiques the 
"open-endedness" and "authorial renunciation'"' sometimes 
associated with the curatorial framing and staging of an 
exhibition as film or film set. She identifies these qualities 
in No Man's Time (199r), curated by Eric Troncy at the Villa 
Arson in Nice. This show consisted of projects created or 
performed specifically for this context, several of which were 
developed by the exhibiting artists during a month-long 
residency in advance of the opening. Although not explicitly 
framed by the curator "as a film," No Man'.r Time nonetheless 
incorporated various references to filmic and mediatic time, 
most notably in works such as Parreno's performance 
No Afore RealilJ', a staged demonstration by children holding 
banners and a billboard work alluding to TWin Peaks (1990-
1991). t] 

According to Bishop, the deliberate incompleteness 
of exhibitions such as No Man's Time rendered them 
ineffecti'Ve as places of "assembly," in which viewers might be 
compelled to "reflect upon their own positions and perspec
tives.'"+ In fact, she argues that the production of "an open 
space for participants [ . . .  J is frequently experienced by 
the viewing public as a loss, since the process [of interaction 
between artists and curators} that forms the central mean
ing of this work is rarely made visible and explicit."'5 Here 
Bishop is, to some extent, reiterating an earlier critique of 
open-endcdness, which she developed in relation to the 
practices of Gi!lick and Tiravanija, within a discussion of 
Bourriaud's concept of relational aesthetics.16 Gill ick's 
forceful response to her c,;tique usefully contextualizes his 
own particular interest in open-endedncss as a critical 
strategy, while also framing Bishop's concern for the viewing 
public as "neopopulist."'7 I-le also persuasively defends the 
importance of opacity as a counterpoint to demands for 
transparency and visibility oft.en issued by and associated 
with dominant culrurcs.'8 

Ji:irn Schafaff offers a different approach to Bishop, 
arguing that references to the exhibition as film set arc 
important primarily because they serve to frame it "as a 
production sitc."'9 He also points out, citing Bourriaud, 
that the designation of the exhibition as "set" differentiates 
it from the exhibition as "store" so that, instead of an 
assembly of separate "noteworthy objects," the exhibition 
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is experienced as "the unitary mise-en-scCnc of objects.""" 
Sch a faff discusses Les Ateliers du Paradise: Un.film en temps riel 
(Tbe Studios �f Paradise: A Ft1m iu Real Time), which was 
realized in 1990 by Parreno with Pierre Joseph and Philippe 
Perrin, and involved the use of Ga!crie Air de Paris in Nice 
as filming location. Significantly, in this instance, the gallery 
was framed "not only as a set for a possible film or one 
already shot but rather as the film itself."" This was precisely 
in order tO engage the visitor's knowledge of cinema, so that 
walking through the exhibition would resemble "breaking 
a scene down into individual shots," enabling visitors to 
"step out of ordinary reality for a while [ . . .  ] but also observe 
in the process.''" 

Even though Galcrie Air de Paris is a commercial 
organization (which relocated from Nice to Paris in 1994 and 
currently represents Parreno), Schafaff positions Les Ateliers 
du Paradise and the exhibition as film in relation to Debord's 
critique of the spectacle. He emphasizes that 1:his critique 
was developed not in relation to theater, but to the "struc
tural power of the mass media," with film and television 
standing for :'a gCnerally alienated relationship to the world, 
for perception that is allegedly one's own, for the false 
impression of an immediate participation in the events of 
the world."'.1 In this account, the exhibition is not the 
occasion for an assembly or gathering of visitors who reflect 
critically upon their positions from a distance. Instead the 
exhibition visitor is cast as a filmgoer, and presented with a 
"misc-en-scene" to occupy and move through. Clearly there 
is a difference between framing the exhibition as a "film set" 
and "as film." In the latter instance, the visitor is 1wt con
fronted with a process of production that is ongoing and 
explicitly incomplete. Instead, in Schafaff's example at least, 
the visitor to the exhibition as film is addressed as knowl
edgeable and invited to deploy their own understanding 
(and memory) of cinematic convention and form. 

What would it mean for an exhibition visitor to move 
(imaginatively) through the mise-en-scCnc of a trailer rather 
than a film or film set? In my view, an exhibition framed as 
a "trailer" would present a provisionally complete-rather 
than explicitly unfinished-form, yet also emphasize 
qualities of expectation and speculation. Cinema trailers 
certainly address filmgoers as knowledgeable in relation to 




















